
M A L L  A N D  R E S I D E N C Y

ULTIMATE 



DOES WHAT FOLLOW, SEEM FAMILIAR?



A LIFE FOR A SELECT FEW

Introducing luxury Private Residences, where you experience 
a whole new idea of space and privacy. 



A retreat that celebrates
S - P - A - C - E

Your Space. Where you can walk unhurriedly, languidly. 
Where you can unwind in the luxurious lawn. A place 

where even time celebrates space and privacy.



DISCOVER A PRIVATE SANCTUARY,
RIGHT IN THE HEART OF A CONGESTED METROPOLIS

Sounds hard to believe, but it’s true. In a city of over 20 million with its inhabitants 
occupying mevery square inch of daylight, words like personal space have been          
rendered meaningless. Until now, that is.We present an experience unlike anything 
you’ve imagined before. The only luxury residential development in and around 

Islamabad, that gives you the exclusivity you deserve. 



THE WORLD AT V9 MALL

Be it business, lounging, eating out, shopping, or living 
amongst the Islamabad Expressway, V9 Mall is the hub of 
it all! Along with this, V9 Mall  also boasts of its cultural 
and heritage background, which is now met with modern 

technology as well. 



A LIFE WITHOUT LIMITS

Here, you enter the world quite differently than how you know.                  
Experience a vast private isle, with the luxury of privacy and exclusivity. 
Each of the following pages is a testimony of how we are redefining the 

idea of space and privacy. 



WELCOME TO AN
EXCLUSIVE SPACE THAT
ECHOES YOUR PRIVACY

Residences at The V9  bring to you private          
sunsets along with unparalleled privacy.

It’s just you, indulging in the rarest luxury 
found in Islamabad Expressway, and a highly          
private world shared by none. Optimally       
designed to offer ample cross ventilation and 
day light which just keeps getting better on the 
higher floors. The large floor to ceiling height 
will take you by awe and when you are not 
sharing a common wall with anyone else you 

trutly feel its your home. 
There’s a life of exclusivity waiting for those 

seeking it.



STAY CONNNECTED WITH ALL THAT YOU LOVE 

A monument to the tastes of the sophisticated, V9 Mall serves as a dream for those who’re accustomed to        
getting things at a snap of their fingers.

You’ll find yourself surrounded by the unique brand of indulgence that Islamabad is celebrated  for. From 
beginning your mornings with a leisurely breakfast at the Five Star Hotel, to rubbing shoulders with the 
who’s who of the industry at the glitziest joints in the city, you will finally experience a lifestyle that suits 
your stature. Also located close to business hubs, malls, restaurants, and easily accessible to the highway, 

only The V9 Mall provides exclusivity like no other.





THE LIFE ON THE INSIDE

Here, you witness a highly private world, shared by absoutely no one else.            
Experience privileged features such a lavish private deck and grand private          
lobbies,  fashioned to make you feel like its just you on your private island. ‘Enter 

for a life like no other.



A PREVIEW OF THE GRANDEUR
Let your guests taste space with their first steps inside. Our double height

Grand Entrance Lobby gives first impressions a whole new meaning. 



WHAT PERFECTION TRULY LOOKS LIKE

A grand living room, in harmony with your grace and style.



STEP INTO A WAKING DREAM

Our magnificent master bedroom, will make you want to dress up for bed.



A PERFECT SETTING FOR CHANEL TO MEET VALENTINO

A walk-in closet, because your clothes deserve world-class living too.



EXPERIENCE EXCLUSIVITY at rooftop

Here, you witness the expansive and luxuries sit-out, and get sun-soaked, all this 
thoughtfully laid out to be in tune of your choice. Experience exclusivity like             

nowhere else. 





Shopping on the Go

The elegant shopper’s paradise in V9 Mall & Residencia is perfect for 
brands to go grand amongst the largest retail names of Pakistan.              
Experience your profits multiply with your commercial presence at the 

shopping galleria. 





A Grounded
Platform for your Business

V9 Mall & Residencia offers spacious and elegantly designed corporate      
o�ces. The top-of-the-line facilities of V9 Mall & Residencia guarantee a 

prefect, obstacle-free business environment. 





fire and smoke detector

Our first and foremost priority with each project is the safety and wellbeing of 
the clients who trust us with their investments. As such, we are proud to             
announce that V9 Mall and Residency now has added fire and smoke detectors to 

the building.





24/7 cctv cameras

V9 Mall provides 24/7 CCTV camera service under the surveillance of our          
professional camera operators which keeps your residence, mall and office safe 

and secure.





B U I L D E R S   &  D E V E L O P E R S

(03) 111  555 148
(051)  111  555 148

www.alazizbuilders.com.pk
info@alazizbuilders.com.pk

Office# 3 Al Aziz Arcade Midway
Commercial  Phase 7 Expressway
Bahria Town Rawalpindi 


